
About Us 

Elite World Hotels offer extensive accommodation facilities with high quality standards for all 

types of business travels and leisure getaways. The convenient building concepts with 

technological layouts feature, luxury accommodation facilities where comfort, elegance, 

distinctive venues and services are offered to all guests. 

The brand currently operates three hotels in İstanbul and the fourth is on the way to be opened in 

February 2017. The Elite World İstanbul and Elite World Prestige Hotels are located in 

Talimhane, Taksim. The Elite World Business Hotel is located in Florya by the Atatürk 

International Airport. The Elite World Europe Hotel is located in “Basın Ekspres” close to the 

Atatürk International Airport. The Elite World Van Hotel is located at the city center of Van. The 

Elite World Marmaris Hotel is in İçmeler, Marmaris. By the Mediterranean-Aegean cost of 

Turkey. 

Elite World Sapanca Convention & Wellness Resort built with an investment worth of TRY 650 

million, has been established on an area of 4.4 acres with a room capacity of 500 and become a 

pioneer of firsts in Sapanca. The hotel incorporates many novelties including the region’s first 

and only bio-lagoon, Turkey’s first outdoor and heated seawater pool, Turkey’s largest wellness 

and spa area boasting a surface of 8,500 m2, and meeting halls each with a capacity for up to 

3,000 people. 

Located at central cities and destinations, Elite World Hotel properties offer full accessibility to 

shopping malls, congress and meeting centers. Being in close proximity to all cultural attractions, 

guests are able to visit and experience all events and venues of historical facilities. 

Combining proper architecture and decoration with traditional Turkish Hospitality, the Hotels 

work with carefully selected personnel specialized in their fields. 

Elite World Hotels aim to provide the best facilities operated with quality service standards to its 

guests at all times. Spacious and comfortable guest rooms offering luxury amenities provide 

relaxation and peace allowing an escape from the stress of the day. The restaurants and bars offer 

distinctive tastes from Turkish and international cuisines. The meeting rooms with latest 

technological equipment allows efficient and successful meetings. The tempting design of the 

Spa & Fitness Center allows relaxation in a peaceful setting, offering therapies and custom 

tailored programs to keep fit and stay in shape. 

 


